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We consider how to use the Dl-triangulation in simplicial vari-
able dimension algorithms on Rn for computing solutions of a sys-
tern of nonlinear equations. A new version of the Dr-triangulation
is proposed. This version can be used directly in simplic~al variable
dimension algorithms on R". According to measures of efficiency, the
Dr-triangulation is superior to all other well-known triangulations of
R". So we hope that the cost of computation can be reduced through
using the Dr-triangulation in simplicial variable dimension algorithms
on R".
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1 Introduction
In order to solve a system of nonlinear equations, several simplicial algorithms
have been introduced. A simplicial algorithm subdivides the underlying space
into simplices and searches for a simplex that yields an approximate solu-
tion. To find such a simplex, the algorithm generates a sequence of adjacent
simplices. A simplicial variable dimension algorithm generates a sequence of
simplices of varying dimension. This sequence connects an arbitrary starting
point with an approximate solution. Since van der Laan and Talman pro-
posed the first simplicial variable dimension algorithmon the unit simplex S"
in [8], a lot of contributions have been made, for example, their (n~ 1)-ray and
2n-ray methods on R" in [9], Wright's 2n-ray method on R" in [13], Kojima
and Yamamoto's (3" -1)-ray method on R" in [7], Yamamoto's 2-ray method
on R" in [}4], Doup, van der Laan and Talman's (2"t' -2)-ray method on S"
in [5], and so on. In [10], a simplicial variable dimension algorithm was intro-
duced by Talman and Yamamoto to find a stationary point of a continuous
fuuctiou on a polytope. Doup gave an excellent survey about simplicial vari-
able dimension algorithms on the product space of unit simplices in [4]. We
proposed a new triangulation of R" in [2], the Dl-triangulation. According
to measures of efficiency of triangulations such as the number of simplices in
the unit cube, the diameter and the average directional density, it is superior
to other well-known triangulations of R". But it is not straightforward to uti-
lize the D~-triangulation in simplicial variable dimension algorithms except
in the 2n-ray and 2-ray methods on R". 'fo reduce the cost of computation,
we consider how to utilize the U~-triaugulation in the other simplicial vari-
able dimension algorithms on R". A ncw version of the D~-triangulation is
~iru~ioscd, callc,d IIn~ U„2-I,riaugulatiou. "l'I~is si~nplicial subdivision triangu-
lates eacb of the sub,ets into which a simplicial variable c}imeusion algorithrn
subdivides R" according to the Dl-triangulation.
'fhe second section introduces the D„2-triangulation. The third section
gives its pivot rulrs. 1'he fourtó section presents how the new triangulation
can be utilized in simplicial variable dimension algorithms on R".2
2 The D„2-Triangulation
Let N denote the set { 1, 2, . .. , n}. Let
W"-{xER"~xl?xz,xa,...,x"10}
and
D-{y E W" ~ all components of y are even} .
The new version of the Dl-triangulation, called the D„z-triangulation, sub-
divides W" into n-dimensional simplices.
Take y E D. Let I(y) and J(y) denote the sets
I(y) -{iE N~yl-y;} andJ(y)- {j EN~yl ~y~}.
Take s-(S1i 9z, ..., S")T to be a sign vector such that for all i E N, if
y; - 0 then s; - 1, and for all i E I(y), if sl --1 then s; --1. It is obvious
that if there exists i E I(y) with s; - 1 then si - 1.
Let
Ií(y,s)-{iEl(y)~s;-1}.
Let ! denote the number of elements in I(y) and h the number of elements
in K(y, s).
Take an integer p such that when h - 0, if 1- n then p- 0 or 2 C p C
n-landiflGnthenOGpGn-1,andwhenhl0,ifh-nthenp-0
andifhGnthenOCpCn-1.
Take a permutation a of the elements of N such that for r with a(r) - 1,
ifh-0thenj~rforallj~rwith~r(j)EI(y)andifh~OthenjGrfor
all j ~ r with ~r(j) E Ií(y,s), and when h- 0, if p 1 1 then
{a(k) I P 5 k C n} ~ I(y)
and when h~ 0, if p?] then
{a(k) I p S k G n} ~{a(k) E IC(y,s) I P S k G n} .
When h - 0, let
-1 if i E 1(y),
9`(1) - 0 otherwise,3
for i- 1, 2, ..., n, and for j - 2, 3, .. , n, let
ifi-j,
otherwise,
for i- 1, 2, .. , n.
When h ~ 0, for j- 1,2,...,ra, if a(j) E K(y,s), let
9~(~(7)) - ! 1 if á E K(y, s) and j C zr-1(z),
l 0 otherwise,
for i- 1, 2, ..., n; otherwise let
9~(~(j)) - 1 s~(i) if á- rr(j),
0 otherwise,
for i- 1, 2, .. , n.
Let u` bc the i-th unit vector in R" for i- 1, 2, ..., n.
Definition 2.1.
Let the vector y, the permutation ~r, the sign vector s and the number p
be given as above.
If p- 0, let yo - y,
yk - y f 9(~(~)),k - 1,2,...,n.
Ifp~l,letyo-y~-s,
yk - yk-~ - sx(k)T4'(k), ~C - 1, 2, . . . , p - I,
yk - y f 9(~(~)),~ - P,...,n.
Let yo, yl, ..., y" be obtained from the above definition. Then it is obvious
that they are af6nely independent. Thus their convex hull is a simplex with
vertices yo y' , y" Let us denote this simplex by D„z(y, a, s, p). Let D„2
be the set of all such simplices D„z(y, a,s,p). Below we show that D„z is a
triangulation of W".
For given y, ~r, s and p as above, let
q-~ IC(y, s) n{~r(k) ~ 1 C k c p} ~a
and let
{a(k) E K(y,s) ~ 1 C k G n}
- {A(Z1),A114),...,A(ZA) I 11 ~ tZ ~ ... ~ iA}.
When A(i) E K(y, s) and i 1 iQtl, then i-1 denotes the index ik-~ where k
is such that i- ik.
Lemma 2.2. The union of all o in D„z is equal to W".
Proof. Clearly, every simplex in D„z lies in W". Let x E W" be arbitrary.
Then x E D„z(y, A, s, p) with y, A, s and p determined as follows.
Take the vector y equal to
- J ~x;J if ~x;J is even,
y' 1 ~x;f t 1 otherwise,
for i- 1, 2, ..., n, and take the sign vector s equal to
- J 1 if ~x;J is even,
-1 otherwíse, s; l
for i- 1, 2..., n. It is obvious that y E D.
Case 1: h - 0.
When !- 1, the proof is the same as that of Lemma 2.2 in [2].
Suppose I ~ 1. Let
!r~ - si(xi - yi),
{r; - st(xt - y~) - si(xr - yr), for i E I(y)`{1},
and
p; - s;(x; - y;), for i E J(y).
Let p - ~~-i l~i~
When W G l,take A(i) - i,fori - 1,2,...,n, and p- 0. Let ~io - 1-~




where y~ is obtained from Definition 2.1 for j - 0,1, . .., n. Thus
x E D~z(y, A, s, P).5
Suppose p 1 1. Choose a such that
s,.(~)(x,.(~) - yx(l)) C sx(s)(sx(s) - yx(s)) C... ~ s,~(n)(xx(n) - yx(n))
and for r with x(r) - 1, j 1 r for all j ~ r with a(j) E I(y). Let p,,,ar
denote the largest 1 C p C n- 1 such that
{A(k) ~ p c k c n} ~ I(y).
We show that for I - n, there exists 2 C p G pm,~ and for l G n, there exists
1 G p C pmas such that the following system has a nonnegative solution,
Qo - s.(i)(x.(i) - yx(i)),
Qi - sx(2)Íx,.(z) - yx(Z)) - s,.(i)(~x(i) - yx(i)),
Qv-z - sr(v-1)(2x(v-i) - yx(v-i)) - sx(v-~)(x,.(n-z) - yx(v-z)),
Qv-~ - -sx(v-~)(xx(n-i) - yx(v-1)) f ~D,
Qk - sx(k)(xa(k) - ya(k)) - ak,
for k- p, p f 1, ..., n, where
(~~-y s,.(i)(xx(i) - yx(i)) - 1)~(n - P)
ifrGp,
~v - (~~-v sx(i)(xx(i) - y,.(i)) - 1 - (1 - 1)si(xi - yi))~(n - p - 1 t 1)
otherwise,
and
av if either r C p or both r~ p and a(k) ~ I(y)` {1},
ak - sl(a~ - y~) if r ~ p and a(k) E 1(y)` {1},
for k - P,P~- 1, ..., n.
If ~v-~ 1 0 for p - p,,,az, it is obvious that ~Jk 1 0 for all k.
Suppose w-i G 0 for p- p,,,,~. Since p~ 1, there exist 2 G po C p,,,,~ -1
in case l - n, and 1 G po G p,,,,y - 1 in case ! G n such that -
0 C -sx(vo-1)(yx(vo-i) - yx(vo-1)) f ~vo
and either both r- po ~ 1 and po - n- l or
0 ~ -sx(vo)(xa(vo) - yx(vo)) } ~vot~-6
Thus
sx(vo)(xx(no) - yx(no)) - ~no 1 0.
Hence, when we choose p- po, then (3k ~ 0 for all k, and
n
x - ~ ~3~y~ and ~ Q~ - 1,
~-o ~-o
where y~ is obtained from Definition 2.1 for j- 0,1, ..., n. Thus
x E D„z(y, ~, s, P).
Case 2: h ~ 0.
When h. - 1, the proof is the same as that of Lemma 2.2 in [2]. When
h- n, choose p- 0 and ~r such that
sx(1)(xx(~) - yx(1)) G... G sx(n)(xx(n) - yx(n))
and a(n) - 1. Let
NqO - 1 - 9x(n)lxx(n) - yx(n)),
Nl - sx(1)(xar(1) - yx(1)),
Qz - sx(z)(xx(z) - yx(z)) - sx(i)(xx(i) - y~(i)),
l~n - sx(n)(xx(n) - yx(n)) - s,r(n-1)(xx(n-1) - yx(n-1))~
It is obvious that ~3k ~ 0 for all k, and
n n
x - ~~i~y~ and ~,0~ - 1,
i-o i-o
where y~ is obtained from Definition 2.1 for j - 0, 1, ..., n. Thus
x E D„z(y, ~, s, P)-
Suppose 1 G h G n. Let pl - s~(x1 - yl) and p; - s;(x; - y;) for
i E N`K(y, s). Let l~ - F~i t~iEN`KIL,a) ~i~
Suppose )~ G 1. Take p- 0 and ~r such that
sa(1)(x~r(1) - yx(1)) C ... G 9x(n)(xx(n) - yx(n))7
and for r with tr{r) - 1, j G r for all j ~ r with tr(j) E K(y,s). Let
Ji~-1-p,and
- r s,.(~)(x.(~) - y.(~)) - sx(~-,)(xx(~-,) - y(i-~))
f~; (Il if a(i) E K(y,s) and i ~ it,
s„(;)(x,(;) - y,(;)) otherwise,




where y~ is obtained from Definition 2.1 for j - 0, 2, ..., n. Thus
x E D„z(y, ~, s, P).
Suppose p 1 1. Choose 7r such that
sx(t)(xx(t) - yx(t)) G... G s„(n)(xx(n) - yx(n))
and for r with tr(r) - 1, j G r for all j~ r with a(j) E K(y,s). Let pma~
denote the largest 1 G p G n- 1 such that
{tr(k)~pCkGn}~{tr(k)EK(y,s)~pCkCn}.
We show that there exists 1 G p G p,,,a~ such that the following system has
a nonnegative solution,
- sx(t)(xx(t) - yx(t)),
- sx(z)(xx(z) - yx(z)) - s„(~)(xx(t) - yx(t))~
- sx(p-t)(x,.(p-t) - yx(p-t)) - sx(p-z)(xx(p-z) - y,.(p-z))~
- -sx(p-t)(xx(p-t) - yxlp-t)) t c(P),
- sx(.)(xx(q - yx(~)) - Y~,
for i - p, p f 1, ..., n, where
c(P) -~(~~-p sx(i)(xx(i) - y„(i)) - lÍ~(n - p) if r G P,
(~~-p p„(~) - 1)~(n - p- h f q f 1) otherwise8
with
r 0 if a(j) E K(y,s) and iq~l G j C ih,
Sl sx(~)(x„(~) - yx(~)) otherwise,
for j- p,p f 1, ..., n, and
- r sx(~-,)(xx(~-,) - yx(~-,)) if i ~ ipti and a(i) E K(y,s),
c(p) otherwise, v; l
fori - P,P t I,...,n.
If pfl-, ~ O{or p- p,,,ar, it is obvious that ~3k ~ 0 for all k. If not, then
since p) 1, there exists 1 C po G p,,,,~ - 1 such that
0 C-s,.(ao-1)(xx(vo-1) - yx(no-1)) t c(Po)
and
0 7 -sx(vo)(x,.(ro) - yx(ro)) f c(po f 1).
Hence,
sx(vu)(xs(vo) - yA(nu)) - vno ~ 0.




where y~ is obtaiued from Definition 2.1 for j - 0,1, ..., n. Thus
x E D„s(Y, n, s, P)-
From the above conclusions, the lemma follows immediately.
Theorem 2.3. D„~ is a triangulation of W".
Proof. From Lemma 2.2 and Definition 2.1, the theorem follows imme-
diately.
We call this simplicial subdivision of W" the D„2-triangulation. The
D„i-triangulation is illustrated in Figure 1 for n- 3 and xl G 2.8 A
Figure L The Dvz - Triangulation of V11~9
3 The Pivot Rules of the D„2-Triangulation
Let a- D„2(y, ~r, s, p) be a simplex of the D„2-triangulation with vertices
yo, y', , y". Then we want to obtain the parameters of the simplex
ó- D„2(y, á, s,p) such that all vertices of a are also vertices of ó except the
vertex y', in case the facet of o opposite to the vertex y' does not lie in the
boundary of W". In Table 1, we show how y, ~r, s and p depend on y, ~r, s, p
and i. From this table, it is easy to obtain each vertex yk of ó, k- 0, 1, ..., n,
and in particular its new vertex.
In this table, j' is equal to a(k) with k such that k~ i, ~r(k) ~ 1 and
n- 2 G k G n. Moreover, if a(n - 1) - 1, s~ --1 and ~r(n - 1), ~r(n) E I(y)
then p~ - p- 1, and if ~r(n - 1), a(n) E K(y, s) then
( k if there exists 1 G k C n- 2 satisfying a(k) ~ K(y, s) and
P~ - 5 ~(7) E If(y,s) for k G j G n,
l 0 otherwise;
otherwise, p~ - p. In addition, if ~r(n) - 1, sl --1 and a(n-1), ~r(n) E I(y)
then n' -(rr(1), a(2), .. ., a(n - 2), ~r(n), ~r(n - 1)) and p' - p- 1, and if
~r(n- 1),~r(n) E It(y,s) then ~r' -(n(1),n(2),...,~r(n-2),n(n),rr(n- 1))
and
( k if there exists 1 G k G n- 2 satisfying rr(k) ~ IC(y, s) and
P'- J,l ~r(~)E Ií(y,s)forkG j Gn,
0 otherwise;
otherwise, n' -~r and p' - p.
4 Simplicial Variable Dimension Algorithms
Based on the D„2-Triangulation
We only consider how to utilize the D„2-triangulation for the 2"-ray method
proposed by Wright in [13]. It can similarly be derived how to apply the D„~-
triangulation to the (3" -1)-ray method proposed by Kojima and Yamamoto
in [7].
Let t-(tl, tzi ... , t")T denote a sign vector such that t; E{-1, 0, fl}
for i- 1, 2, ..., n. Let T denote the set of all such sign vectors t with t~ 0.Table 1(1): The Pivot Rulea of the D,.x-Triangulation for n~ 2
i p y 3 x ~
1-n n-2 yt2axu a-2axu r 1
h-0 n~3
-
y a r y
I G n y a x 1
0 h10 h-n yt2axu e-2aru x n-1
h G n y a r 1
0 1 y a r 0




Y 1- ~ Cà9e 1
~ h- 0 r(i) E J(v)
or r(i) - I




Y ~ - 0 cbse(2) I
I G
i G
0 x i) E I(q)






r(i), r(i-~ t 1), ... , r(r - 1),
x i-i ,r itl ,.,r n
p





y„(,) ~ 0 y a- 2a„(,)
u-co
x p
Y„ , - 0 case 3
r(i)-1 ritl ELy BD3
h-0 r(itl)~I(y) v a r(1),...,ritl),




x i ~ 1 y a (r 1,... , r i t 1),
r i, ., r n
p
p- h70 ri EK y,a) ritl -1 BD 4
1 rit])~1 y a (rl),...,ritl,
r i , .,r n
D
r(i ~ K v,a) Y a (r(1),..., r i t 1,
r(i , . , r(n
P
i- p h- 0
r(~) - 1~ r(k)
E I(y) (or all
p G k G n
Y a r p- 2
-1 p~ 2 otherwiae y a x p- 1
A~0 y s r p-1
OyTahle 1(2): The Pivot Rulee of the D„~-Trian ulation for n~ 2
i p Y s x P
x- (1) G P Y a ( x(f),...,x(P - i), D t I
r(~), x(P), -.. , x(i - 1),
x(itl, .,xn
xi ~1 BDS
x(t) E I(Y) x(~) - 1 Y s (x(f),...,x(P - 1), x(~), P t]
h-0 x-~(I)1p x(P),....r(~-f),
x i} 1, ., x n
x 1(1) ~ P x(J) E I(Y) Y } 2s~.n~ a- 2a~. u~ (x(1),..., x(P - 1), x(~), P t 1
r(~) ~ J(Y) for y G j G n r(P),...,x(~ - 1),
(J ~ í) x(i t I)~ ... , r(n))
p-n-2
x(J) E ~(Y) Y s (x(1)...., x P- 1), x i, p t 2
fot p G j G n x(P),...,x(~ - f),
(J ~ i) r(i t I), ... , r(n))
pGn-2
notallpGjCn y s (xl),...,rP-l,r(t, Ptl
(J ~ i) satiafY x(D), . . - , x(~ - 1),
x j E 1 y x i t 1 ,... , r n)
p G l G y h 1 0 x(i E K(Y,a ioti G i y a (r(1),...,r(~-i - 1,x(~), P
i G
-
G n- G r-~(I) r(i-i t 1),..., r(t - 1),
n 1 x ~-1 . x i t 1, ., x n
iQi~ G i BD 6)
- r-' 1
i- iyi~ g a x(1),...,x p - 1 ,r(i , p} 1
x(P),...,x(i - 1),
r i} 1, ., x n
r i ~!f(Y,a) r(j) E K(Y,a Y t 2aiu s - 2aiu ( x 1,..,x(P - 1),x(i , n- 1
fot p C j G n x(P), ... . x(~ - 1),
Jí-~~ ritl , .,xn
not all p G j G n y s ( r I,..., x(P - 1, r i), y t 1
(j ~ i) satisfY x(P), ... , x(i - 1),
x) EK y,a xitl , .,rn
1 G p i- n- 1 y t 2a„~„~ s- 2a„~„~ r P
- n- n~~i u~~~
1 ~- n Y t 2s„~„-i~ a- 2s„~„-~) x~ p'
u'(r-~) u~t"-~)
trJ10
For t E T, let X(t) denote the set
X t - xER"
t;x;-t;x;l0ift;~0andt;~0
() { I t;x;1~x;~ ift;~0andt;-0
Then it is obvious that for t', t2 E T, X(tl) fl X(t2) is a common face of both
X(t') and X(t2) and that U~ETX(t) - R". Let d denote the dimension of
X(t) for t E T, d- dim(X(t)).
The 2"-ray method is based on a simplicial subdivision of R" which satis-
fies that its restriction on every subset X(t) induces a simplicial subdivision
of X(t). In order to derive a triangulationof X(t) from the D„2-triangulation
of Wd, let Zd denote the sign vector set
( T zl - I and
Zd-{z-(zr,zZ,...,ze) ~ z;E{-1,~1} forj-2,3,.. ,d
It can easily be seen that the set X(t) is homeomorphic to the set
UzE2,diag(z)Wd -{x E Rd ~ xl ?~ x; ~,for i- 2,3,...,d},
where diag(z) denotes the d x d diagonal matrix with the i-th diagonal el-
ement equal to z; for i- I, 2, ..., d. Given the D„2-triangulation of Wd,
we obtain that U~E2,diag(z)D„2 is a triangulation of U~E2,diag(z)Wd. Thus,
using the D„Z-triangulation of Wa, we derive a simplicial subdivision of the
subset X(t), which we denote by D„2(X(t)). Furthermore, it is also obvious
that the union of simplicial subdivisions of all subsets, UtETD„2(X(t)), in-
duces a triangulation of R". Therefore, a simplicial subdivision for the 2n-ray
method has been obtained.
Let f: R" --a R" be continuous. We want to compute a zero point of f,
i.e., a vector x' E R" such that f(x') - 0. Let xo E R" and let ó be positive.
For t E T, define
D,n(X(t),xo,ó) -{óo f{xo} ~ o E D„z(X(t))}.
The point xo is the starting point of the algorithm and b is the grid size of
the triangulation. Starting at xo with t - sign(f(xo)), the 2"-ray method
generates for varying sign vector t a sequence of adjacent d-dimensional sim-
plices in X(t) having t-complete facets until t becomes the zero sign vector.11
If t becomes 0, an approximate zero point of f(x) has been found (see Wright
[13]). Let a denote a d-dimensional simplex in D„~(X(t),xo,ó) with vertices
vo, vt, v', i E H(t) :- {j ~ t~ - 0}. Let r denote the facet of o opposite to
the vertex vt.
Definition 4.1. The facet r is t-complete if there exists a nonnegative
(n t 1)-vector a - (ao, ~i, . . . , ~„)T such that
a01ofa1l'~-...-FJ~„l"-e(ntl),
where I' -(f(v'),1)T for á- 0 and á E H(t ), 1' -(0, . . , t;, . , 0, 0)T E R"tl
tor i with t; ~ 0, and where e(n -F 1) is the (n -}- 1)-th unit vector in R"t'.
The 2"-Ray Method Based on the D„Z-Triangulation:
Initialization: Without loss of generality we assume that j;(xo) ~ 0 for all
i. Set
- J -1 if f,(xo) ) 0,
t` l 1 if j;(xo) ~ 0,
fori-l,2...,n.Setz1-1,y-0,s~-1,n-(1)andp-0. Further,set
vo - xo and ro - {vo}. Finally, set k - 0 and d- 1.
Step 1: Let vk be the simplex in D„z(X(t),xo,ê) corresponding to the sim-
plex D„z(y, ~r, s, p). Thus rk is a facet of vk. Let v} denote the vertex
of ak opposite to rk. Set !t -(f(vt), 1)T.
Step 2: Perform a linear programming pivoting step with !t in the system
of linear equations
n
~a,l` - e(n f 1),
~-o
where 1` -(f (v`),1)T for c- 0 and c E H(t) and l` -(0, ..., t~, ..., 0, 0)T
for c with t, ~ 0. Let (~ be replaced by !t.
Step 3: If j satisfies t~ ~ 0, then set v~ - vt if It -(j(vt), 1)T and go to
Step 4; otherwise, set v- - v~ and set v~ - v} if !t -(f(vt ), 1)T,
and go to Step 5.12
Step 4: When d- n, stop; otherwise perform the following increasing di-
mension procedure. Set rkt~ - ok and k- k-F 1. Set zdtl - t„ t~ - 0,
kdtr - j, ydti - yi and sdtl - sl. Let m denote the integer such that
a(m) - 1. Then a and p are adapted as follows.
1. Whenp-0,ifs~--lthen n:-(a(1),...,n(d),dtl); otherwise
n :- (~(1), ... , ~r(m - 1), d f 1, ~r(m), ... ,:r(d)).
2. When p? 1, if m C p and si --1 then a:- (~r(1),...,ir(m),d~
l,a(m f 1),...,a(d)) and p :- p-F 1; if m G p and sr - 1 then
~r :- (n(1), . . . , ~r(m - 1), d ~- 1, a(m), . .. , n(d)) and p :- p ~- 1; if
m 1 p and s~ --1 then a :- (a(1),...,a(d),d f 1); if m 1 p
and si - 1 then a:- (a(1), ... , a(m - 1), d-b 1, a(m), .. ., a(d)).
Set d- d t 1 and go to Step 1.
Step 5: Let y' be the vertex of D„2(y, ~r, s, p) corresponding to the vertex v-.
Consider Table 1. If one of the cases BD(1), BD(2), BD(3), BD(4),
BD(5) or BD(6) occurs, then the facet rkt~ of ok opposite to the vertex
v- lies in the boundary of X(t).
1. When either BD(1) or BD(5) occurs, set tk„~ ~- z„~;~,
~` - J k, if c G a(i),
l~~ti if a(i) G c,
for c - 1,2,...,d - 1,
- J y, if c G a(i),
y` l y,t~ if ~r(i) G c,
for c - 1,2,...,d - 1,
~r(c) if a(c) G a(i) and c G i,
a(c~l) ifa(cfl)G~r(i)andiGc,
~(c) - a(c) - 1 if ~r(c) ) a(i) and c G i,-
a(cfl)-1 ifn(c-}-1)~~r(i)andi Gc,
for c - I, 2, ..., d- 1, and
-~ s, if c G ~r(i),
s~
s~~~ if a(i) G c,13
for c- 1,2,...,d - 1. Finally, set ok~l equal to Tktl, l} -
(0, ..., tk„~,~, ... , 0, 0)T, d- d- 1 and k- k f 1, and go to Step
2.
2. When either BD(2) or BD(6) occurs, set tk„~,- ~- z„~;-,l,
k` - J k, if c G ~r(i-~),
l k,t~ if rr(i-~) G c,
for c - 1,'?,.. ,d- 1,
J y~
y~ - l y~ti
if c G a(i-1),
if a(~-i) S c,
for c - 1,2,...,d - 1,
~r(c) if n(c) C~r(i-1) and c C i-~,
~(c) - ~r(c.} 1) if a(c-} 1) G a(i-1) and i-1 C e,
a(c) - 1 if a(c) 1 a(i-1) and c G i-1,
~r(c f 1) - 1 if ~r(c f 1) ~ a(i-i) and i-i G c,
forc-l,2,.. ,d-l,and
- j s, if c G a(i-t),
s~}i if ~r(i-~) C c, s~ l
for c- 1, 2, ..., d- 1. Finally, set vktl equal to Tkt~, l} -
(0,...,tk„~,-1~,...,0,0)T, d- d- 1 and k- k t 1, and go to
Step 2.
3. When BD(3) occurs, set tkR~;4,~ - z„~;~~1,
k- J k, if c G ~r(i -~ 1),
l k,t~ if n(i -~ 1) G c,
for c - 1,2,...,d - 1,
y, if c G~r(i t 1),
y` - y,f~ if ~r(f f 1) G e,14
for c - 1,2,...,d - 1,
rr(c) ifa(t)Gn(átl)andcGitl,
~(t) - n(c t 1) if ~r(t ~- 1) G n(i -F 1) and i t 1 G t,
a(c) - 1 if a(c) ) a(i t 1) and t G i t 1,-
a(ctl)-1 ifa(ctl)1n(itl)anditlGt,
for c - 1,2,...,d - 1,
J s~ if t G n(i t 1),
s,-}l s~tt if a(i t 1) G c,
for c- 1, 2, ..., d- 1, and p- p- 1. Finally, set ak}t equal to
rktt, lt -(0, ..., tk„~,t,~, ..., 0, 0)T, d- d- 1 and k- k t 1, and
go to Step 2.
4. When AD(4) occurs, set tk„~,~ - z„1;~,
k- r k, if c G~r(i),
}l k.tt if n(i) C c,
for t - 1,2,...,d - 1,
-~ y~ if t G a(á),
y` y,tt if a(i) G t,
for t - 1,2,...,d - 1,
~r(t) if ~r(t) G ~r(i) and t C i,
~(c) - rr(t t 1) if a(c t 1) G rr(i) and i G c,
~r(t) - 1 if tr(t) 1 ~r(i) and c G í,
a(ttl)-1 if~r(ttl)~a(i)andiGc,
for t - 1,2,...,d - 1,
- J s, if c G tr(i),
s,tt if a(i) G c, s, i
for c- 1, 2, .. ., d- 1, and p- p- 1. Finally, set aktl equal to
Tktl, !t -(0, ..., tke~,~, . .. , 0, 0)T, d- d- 1 and k- k t 1, and
go to Step 2.15
5. In all other cases in Table 1 the facet rkt~ of o~ opposite to the
vertex v- does not lie in the boundary of X(t). If case(1) occurs
then set zx~l~ --z„~rl; if either case(2) or case(3) occurs then set
zxl;l --z„~;1; otherwise set y - y, ~r - á, s- s and p- p accord-
ing to Table 1. Set Qkt~ equal to the simplex in D(X (t), ao, 6)
corresponding to D„z(y, rr,s, p). Let vt be the vertex of ok~~ op-
posite to rktl. Set !t -(J(v}),1)T and k- k f 1, and go to
Step 2.
Under the convergence condition in (13], the algorithm terminates in Step
4 within a finite number of iterations. Then an n-dimensional simplex o is
obtained with vertices vo, v', ..., v" for which ~~-o ~~J(v~) - 0, ~~-o a~ -
1, and a~ 1 0 for all j. The point x' -~~-o ~~v~ can be considered as an
approximate zero point off(x) and lies in a. If the accuracy ofapproximation
is not satisfactory then the 2"-ray method can be restarted at s' with smaller
grid size b in order to improve the accuracy.
The well-known IC~-triangulation, Ji-triangulation, and K'-triangulation
of R" are also available to underly simpicial variable dimension algorithms.
According to measures of eíficiency of tringulations, the Dl-triangulation is
superior to all these triangulations. Thus it is hoped that using the D„2-
triangulation in simplicial variable dimension algorithms can reduce the cost
of computation.
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